
Competition Changes 

In response to comments in the survey conducted by John Chapman, the Committee has decided to 

introduce the following changes to the Ingram Series Competition as a trial for the 2015/16 season. 

The categories for each round will remain the same, namely ‘Open’, ‘Portrait, People & Figure Study’, 

‘Pictorial’, ‘Sport, Action & Photojournalism’ and ‘Architecture & General Record’. 

Members may submit a maximum of two images in each media type (colour print, mono print & digital). 

All entries will be assessed by the appropriate judge and given a mark of between fifteen and twenty points 

with no distinction between Club and Advanced classes. There will be no 1
st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 for each round of 

the competition. All images entered will be displayed on the appropriate competition night with comments 

by the judge. 

During the course of the season, only one (usually the higher) of these marks will be collated and members 

with the highest accumulated score for each media type will be declared the winner. In the event of a tie, 

count-back on second scores will be used to determine the winner. 

Trophies will still be presented for Club class and Advanced class winners. 

This method of judging is designed to give all members a truer view of how they are progressing with their 

photography. 

All other club competitions remain unaltered. 

One other change is to Appendix A4.B] Natural History, in order  to comply with PAGB/YPU entry 

definition. 

This will now be entitled Nature – not Natural History. The full definition reads:- 

Nature photography depicts living, untamed animals, uncultivated plants in a nature habitat, geology and the wide 

diversity of natural phenomena. 

Photographs of animals which are domesticated and photographs of cultivated or hybrid plants are ineligible. 

Minimal evidence of humans is acceptable for nature subjects, such as barn owls or storks adapting to an 

environment modified by humans, or natural forces, like hurricanes or tidal waves, reclaiming it. 

Any manipulation or modification is limited to minor retouching and must not alter the content of the original scene. 

Such Competitions are not Wildlife Competitions, unless otherwise specified, and Nature photographers frequently 

take pictures of animals under “controlled conditions” in order to record species behavior that would be very difficult or 

impossible to record in the wild. This might even include microscopic subjects, which have to be anaesthetized. Such 

photographs are eligible for entry. 

Animals in reserves and wildlife parks and zoos are permitted provided there is minimal evidence of humans. So too 

are “falconer’s” birds although, of course, only minor retouching is permitted which would not, for example, include 

removing jesses in post processing. Also permitted are pictures of “wild” gardens provided these have not been 

modified by such cultivation. 

It is obvious that creatures showing poorer condition because of their captivity are likely to be marked less favourably 

by nature judges. 

Entries should be accurately titled.  

After satisfying the above requirements, every effort should be made to use the highest level of artistic skill in all 

nature photographs. 


